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With a unique loyalty program, Hungama rewards you for predetermined actions on our platform. Accumulated coins can be exchanged for Hungama subscriptions. You can also sign in to the Hungama App (Music &amp;amp; Movies) with your Hungama web credentials &amp;& redeem
coins to download MP3/MP4 tracks. You must be a registered user to enjoy the benefits of the Rewards Program. This article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unwarranted material may be challenged and
removed. Find sources: I Love You 2007 Bengali movies – news · newspapers · books · undergraduate · JSTOR (April 2012) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) I Love YouDirected byRavi Kinagi Produced byShree Venkatesh FilmsScreenplay byN.K. SalilStory byVeeru
PotlaBased onNuvvostanante Nenoddantana by PotlaStarringDevPayel SarkarTapas PaulMusic byJeet GannguliDevi Sri PrasadCinematographyPremendu Bikash Chaki &amp;amp; k.v ramanna[disambiguation required]Edited byRavi KinagiDistributed byShree Venkatesh FilmsRelease
dated July 12, 2007 (2007-07-12) Running time155 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageBengali I Love You is a 2007 Bengali romantic comedy film by Ravi Kinagi. [2] The film is a remake of the Telugu film Nuvvostanante Nenoddantana. It was a production of Shree Venkatesh Films. The rural
scenes featured in the film were filmed in the original location and are set in telugu film filmed in a village near Araku in Andhra Pradesh. Plot Rahul (Dev) is a wealthy city boy, born to billionaire parents and raised in Kolkata. On the other hand, Puja (Payel Sarkar) is a traditional and simple
desi girl, from a West Bengal village raised by her only brother, Indra (Tapas Paul). He was heartbroken when their father married another woman and threw them out of the house, embarrassing them on the way. Their mother died and her tomb was built on the small land they owned until
zamindar told them it was her land, because their mother had taken out a loan from the man. Indra volunteers work day and night, to pay off the loan as long as it does not knock down his mother's grave. Zamindar agreed and the local station master helped them. Slowly Indra and Puja
grew up. One day, Barsha, Puja's best friend, comes to their house to invite Puja to their house when she is getting married. Barsha's sister, Rahul, also arrived on the same day from England, completing her studies. Slowly Rahul and Puja fall in love but Rahul's father does not bear it
because Puja is not as rich as they are, and thus does not conform to their standards; Rahul will also marry Rahul's father's daughter, Shantonu Chowdhury, Mona. Shantonu Chowdhury humiliated Puja and Indra, who arrived a minute earlier, and both were thrown home after Chowdhury
accuses them of trying to pull rahul and trap him. When Rahul learns of this, he goes to Puja's house and begs his brother to accept it. Indra gave him a chance, just like he did. opportunities by Zamindar when he was a child. Rahul is tasked with caring for cows, cleaning after them and
planting more crops than Indra at the end of the season; otherwise, Rahul will be expelled from the village and will never see Puja again. A village boy who was beaten by Indra before, he did not bear it. With her goons, Mona's father tries to make Rahul lose the competition, Rahul has to
work hard for his love, eating red chilies and rice every day, even though he can't stand it. Through many antics from the goon side of the village and Mona, Rahul finally proved his love for Puja to Indra, and managed to grow more details. However, the village goon kidnaps Puja and then
tries to rape her. A fight takes place in which Rahul kills goon, Indra, after realizing that Rahul and Puja should be together, is blamed for this and spends 5 years in prison. The film concludes with Indra's release from prison which is also when Puja and Rahul get married, in front of
everyone. Shantonu Chowdhury also became happy to get Puja as his son-in-law. Cast Dev as Rahul Payel Sarkar as Pooja Tapas Paul as Indra, Pooja's brother Arun Bannerjee as Rahul Anuradha Roy's father as Rahul Rajatava Dutta's mother as Mona Kamalika Banerjee's father as
Mona Subhasish Mukherjee's mother as Kartik Paoli Dam as Barsha Bharat Kaul as Koneenica Banerjee's village goon as Mona Sumit Ganguly as Shombhu, corporate nanny Indra Joy Badlani as Jailor Dust Bose as soundtrack station master I Love YouSoundtrack album by Jeet
GannguliReleased2006Recorded2005StudioShree Venkatesh FilmsGenreFeature film soundtrackProducerShree Venkatesh FilmsJeet Gannguli chronology Minister Fatakeshto(2007) I Love You(2006) Tiger(2007) Single from I Love You I Love You Title TrackListed: 1 Feb 2016 Bhalobasa
Haat Baralo Mon Mane Na (100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Released: 19 Nov 2018 Cholre Cholre BhaiListed: 19 Nov 2018
Dure Oi PaharSlised: 19 Nov 2018 Ekta KothaSlised: 19 Nov 2018 Choreography by Naidu. Lyrics written by Gautam Sushmit, Priyo Chattopadhyay, Chandarani Gannguli; all music is composed by Jeet Gannguli, Devi Sri Prasad.No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger.s)Length1. Mon Mane Na (17-
17)Priyo ChattopadhyayJeet GannguliSonu Nigam4:482. Bhalobasa Haat BaraloGautam SushmitJeet GannguliShaan, Shreya Ghoshal4:373. Ekta KothaPriyo ChattopadhyayJeet GannguliBabul Supriyo, Shreya Ghoshal4:574. I Love You Title TrackGautam SushmitDevi Sri Prasad,Jeet
Gannguli (Arranger)Shaan, Shreya Ghoshal6:035. Cholre Cholre BhaiPriyo ChattopadhyayJeet GannguliSonu Nigam5:136. Dure Oi PaharPriyo ChattopadhyayJeet GannguliShreya Ghoshal, Numon Pint, Sweta4:36 Reference ^ Bhattacharya, Arnab (January 26, 2007). The Telegraph -
Calcutta : I Love You. Calcutta, India: www.telegraphindia.com. Retrieved 23 October 2008. ^ I Love You (2007) Movie. www.gomolo.in. Archived from the original on 29 2009. Retrieved 23 October 2008. External links I Love You on on www.telegraphindia.com www.telegraphindia.com
preview taken from Hotstar.com is not available to residents in Europe. We continue to work through changes in light of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into force May 25, 2018. We apologise for the inconvenience, and intend to launch our service in the EU
immediately. Thank you for your patience. If you do not access Hotstar from the EU, please check your IP address to make sure you do not activate the VPN/Proxy service. I Love You is a 2007 Bengali Romantic Drama film written by Nk Salil, Rabi Kinagi, Veeru Potla and N.k. Salil. The
film is directed by Rabi Kinagi and Ravi Kinagi and produced by Shree Venkatesh Films. A rich young man must prove his love for the humble village belle; She was humiliated by her family, so she chose to rust with hers. I love you features Dev, Payel Sarkar, Tapas Paul, Tapas Pal, Arun



Mukherjee, Anuradha Roy and Liza Nandy. The screenplay was written by N.K. Salil inspired by Potla's Nuvvostanante Nenoddantana. The music was composed by Jeet Ganguly along with Jeet Gannguli and Devi Sri Prasad. The cinematography was performed by Naidu and edited by
Ravi Kinagi. The film has a running time of 155 minutes. It was released on July 1, 2007. The distribution rights to the film were acquired by Shree Venkatesh Films. Where to Watch I Love You? Full movies stream online in HD on Hotstar, HoiChoi. Do I Love You play on Hotstar, HoiChoi? -
YEAH I Love You playing on Hotstar, HoiChoi. Whether I Love You streaming on ErosNow or Amazon Prime or Netflix or Jio Cinema or Hungama Play or SonyLIV or BigFlix or iTunes or Google Play or YouTube Movies or Spuul or YuppTV or Viu or Viki or ALT Balaji or Airtel Xstream or
Vodafone Play or Zee 5 or MxPlayer or Shemaroo or meWATCH or Starhub or Tata Sky or TubiTV or Quibitv or TVF or Voot Kids or AppleTv+ or Docubay or ZeePlex or WatchO? - NO I Love You just played on Hotstar, HoiChoi. Disclaimer: Komparify Entertainment has searched for this
material from various internet legal streaming sites such as Hotstar, Prime, Netflix, Hotstar, HoiChoi etc. in an effort to combine all the content and link it to original content. The services we provide are similar to those provided by search engines We link to legal streaming services and help
you find the best legal streaming content online. This product uses the TMDb API but is not endorsed or certified by TMDb. Copyright of all materials belongs to their respective original owners. For each removal request, you can Apply for a Learn More Edit Ticket A wealthy young man must
prove his love for the belly of a simple village; He was humiliated by his family, so chose to rust with hers. Plot Summary | Add Certificate Synopsis: View all certifications » Parent's Guide: Add a content advisor for parents » »
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